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manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or Imply it* endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United Slates Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.

ABSTRACT
We begin to construct th« moat general aupenymjnetrk Lagr&nglans In
one, two and four dimensions. We find that the matter couplings hove a
natural interpretation in the language of the nonlinear algma model,
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I. INTRODUCTION
The past, few years have witnessed a dramatic icvlval of interest In the
phenomenologicRl aspects of supersymmotry [1,2]. Many models have been
proposed, and much work has been devoted to exploring their experimental
implications. A common feature of all theae models u that they predict
a variety of new particles at energies near the weak scale. Since the next
generation of accelerators will start to probe these energies, we have the
exiting possibility that supereymmetry will toon bo found.
While wo are waiting for the new experiments, however, we mint con
tinue to gain a deeper understanding of iupcriymmatrlc theories themselves.
One vital task is to learn how to construct the moat general possible aupersymmetric Lagrangians. These Lagranglana can then be tiaed by model
builders in their search for realistic theories. For JV - 1 rigid aupersymtnotry, it is not hard to write down the most general possible suporsymmetrle
Lagrangian. For higher N, however, and for all local suparsyminetrlea, th«s
story is more complicated.
In these lectures we will begin to discuss the moat general matter cou
plings in JV = 1 and N = 2 supcrsymmetrlc theories. We will start in 1 + 1
dimensions, where we will construct the moat general supersymmetric cou
plings of the massless spin (0, j) matter multiple! [3,4], We will consider
N — l, ff = 2 and N = 4 eupcrsymmetrlc theories, and we shall find that
as N increases, the matter couplings become more and more restricted.
We shall then dro.i to 0 + 1 dimensions, where wo will discuss sunersymmetric quantum mechanics. Although supewyminetric quantum mechanics
might seem irrelevant, it has important mathematical and physical conse
quences. For example, t has been used to demonstrate dynamical snpersymmetry breaking [5j. :o prove the AtlyahrSmger index theorem [6], and
even to invent a new branch of Morse theory |T),

After introducing supersymmetric quantum mechanics, we shall climb
back to 3 + I dimensions, where we will remain for the rest or the lectures.
We will fiiBt consider N — l supersymmetry, both rigid and local. We will
construct the most general Lagrangian containing the spin {0, | ) M l d ( ^ l )
supersymraetry multiplies [S-13|. The resulting Lagrangian will be long and
complicated, but it will have a very simple geometrical interpretation. In
the case of local eupersymmetry, we shall see that global topology places
important restrictions on the matter couplings. A surprising result is that in
some cases, global consistency requires that Newton's constant h? quantized
In unite of the scalar self-coupling [11].
For our final topic, we will begin to discuss the most general couplings
of the massless spin (0,]) mulliplet in N — 2 supersymmetry. We will
not attempt to include masses, potentials or gauge fields, but we will still
find a striking result; Matter couplings that are allowed in N = 2 rigid
supersymmetry are forbidden in TV = 2 local supersymmctry, and vice versa
[14|. Furthermore, we shall see that the reduction from N = 2 to N = I is
not trivial.
2, SUPERSYMMETRY IN ONE AND TWO DIMENSIONS
T H E SUPERSYMMETRIC NONLINEAR SIGMA MODEL

As we shall see throughout these lectures, supersymmetric matter cou
plings generally induce complicated tenns in the interaction Lagrangian. For
tunately, these terms have a relatively simple description in the language of
the nonlinear sigma model. The most familiar Eigma model is the famous
0(3) model introduced by Gell-Mann and LeVy [15). In this model, three
pion fields IT* are constrained to lie on the sphere S . The Lagrangian £ ia
given by
3

a

£ = ~\g ^)d^ a^\

(2.1)

a

e

3

where g b[ir )fcthe metric on S ,
a

flalK)

-

3

[(/* - t f - J i H t + T o T & l / C / - * - * ) .

(2.2)

Fromthb example it in clear how to generalize the sigma model to other
Riemanni&n manifolds M. One simply views the scalar fields $" as maps
from spacetime into M>
4>* • spacet.me -» M .

(2.3)

The bosonie L&grangian is given by

£ - - 5 »•*(*'WWV.
c

(2.4)

where 0 b(oi ) is the metric on the manifold M. Note that for each value
B

3

or 11, df,^" \s a vector in the tangent space or M. The Lagrangian £ 1B
constructed entirely from geometrical objects, and transforms as a scalar
under coordinate tr-'.-isformations in M. Furthermore, £ is left invariant
under the various isometriea of M.
In l-(-l dimensions, it is. easy to find a aupersyrametric extension of (2.4)
\3,4\. The euperspace Lagrangian ia given by
7

4

t - J d0

6

ff.if^jB* !)* .

(2.B)

a

Here 4> is a real scalar superfield in 1 + 1 dimensions 117],
a

*»(*,») = *"(*) + B *{z)

+ \-99F {x)

x

,

(2.6)
a

and Sat(*') is again the metric. The component fields ^ " and F are real and
bosonic, and x is » two-component Majorana apinor. The spinor derivative
a

D=

+M

(2 7)

h **

-

and the superfield <J>° both contain the real Grassmann parameter 9 =
( - 0 i , 0 i ) . The derivative D anticommutes with the spinor supercharge Q, so
the Lagrangian (2.5) is manifestly Bupereymmetric.
To see that (2.5) corresponds to the sigma model (2.4), we must expand
*" in terms of component fields. Inserting (2.6) in (2.5), taking the highest
component, and eliminaling the auxiliary fields F•, we find the following
component Lagrangiau [*•],

t = -^(<6<)3^W "

i f c i ^ X W
2

\

(2.8)

+ ^^(xV)(xV).
The covariant derivative
k

P„v = d^

+ r» ,d>V
C(

(2.fl)

l

ensures that x transforms in the tangent space of M. The connection T^ d
is the ChristorTel symbol on the (Riemnnnian) manifold M, and Rated is the
usual Riemann curvature.
t

11 Our metric knd tpiiior (on"-»«innii arc Cboar of Rcf. 110].
4

The Lagrangian (2.8) is manifestly supersymmetric because it was de
rived from a Luperspacc formalism. However, it is useful to check that it
is invariant (up to a total derivative) under the following supersymmetry
transformations:
,

(2-10)

The term with the connection coefficient is required to ensure that supersymmetry transformations commute with the coordinate transformations, or
difTcamorphisms, of the manifold X.
M O D E L S WITH E X T E N D E D S U P E R S Y M M E T H Y

The Lagrangian (2.8) demonstrates that N — 1 supersymmetric sigma
models exist for all Ricmannian manifolds M. We would now like to know
which manifolds give rise to sigma models with extended Bupersyrnmetry
[N > 1). In thiB section we shall see that extra Bupersymmetriea imply
strong restrictions on the manifolds M [4,3].
To discovei exactly what restrictions foliow from additional supersymnietries, we take the most general ansaU fo.- the transformation laws, consistent
with dimensional arguments and Lorentz and parity invariants,

,

c

+ P°t {<isx' Hx
c

•

Here I, H ,S,V and P arc all functions of the dimensionless field <j>". Since
the transrormafions (2.11) must commute with diffeomorphisms, J, H V
and P must all JC tensors.
We now demand that the Lagrangian (2.8) be invariant {up to a total
derivative) under the transformations (2.11). Cancellation of the i\ terms
requires
x

ft.r/% = 9*r ,

V J\

a

t

= VJI\

~ 0,

(2.12)

•while cancellation of the (?x)(xx) terms implies
V\

=, P \

= 0 ,

S"

tt

= T\ r\
d

,

l

l\H

r

•- 6' .
t

(2.13)

The conditions (2.12) and (2.13) lead automatically to the cancellation of
the (fx)0txKx"x) terms in the variation of £.
S

The conditions (2.12) and (2.13) tell us that each additional supersymmetry requires the existence of a covariantly constant tensor J°j, ouch that
fc»'V**

= 9cd-

(2.H)

For each such tensor, there it a Fermionic transformation law given by

' * " * « ? >

§

(2-15)

t

Note, however, that the transformations (2.15) are not quite supcraymmetries. To be super-symmetries, they must also obey the supersymmetry alge
bra
[A

{B)

AB

{Q \Q }

= 2^P^6

,

(2-16)

where A,D = 1 , . . . , /V. If there are several supersytnmetries, each with its
own covariantly constant tensor / ' ^ " i , then (2.16) requires
AB

/MJ/CH

+ /(«)/[-*)-! = 26

,

(2.17)

where vtc have switched to matrix notation. Let lis suppose that A = 1 or
B = 1 denotes the first supersymmetry, so :hat l"' t
= 6*i. Then, when
A ? I and B =•• 1, (2 17) implies
a

jW

/<">«,/""» -

= _ /MM ,

A

- 5% ,

J< >

(2.18)

A

fli

= - J< V ,

(2.19)

(for /I / I). We see thai each extra supersymmctiy requires the existence
of a coviiriiinlly constant tensor w. oso square is —1. Furthermore, equation
(2.17) implies a Cliffcrd algebra structure for all superBynunetries beyond
the first,

where A, li f 1.
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The proceeding analysis tells us that amy Riemannian manifold gives rise
to a eupersymmetric sigma model in 1 +• 1 dimensions. However, a second
supersymmetry exists only if one can define a covariantly constant tensor
field l t, satisfying
a

A / * * = - fi", ,

0

flai/ ,/*,!

= 9cd •

(2-21)

Such a tensor field is called a complex jfrvtiure; it denotes "multiplication
by i* in the tangent space. A manifold M that admits such a tensor field
is called a. Kahler manifold. In 1 + 1 dimensions, N = 2 supersymmclry
requires that M b* Kshler |4,8].
Furtnti a-^jTrsymrnetries require the existence of additional parallel com
plex structures wtfefymg (2.20) and (2.21). Note that if two such structures
exist, their product automatically generates a third, so N = 3 supersymmetry automatically implies TV = 4. A manifold with three parallel comp'ex
structures satisfying (2.20) and (2.21) is called a hyptrkahicr manifold. In
1 + 1 dimensions, JV = 4 Bupersymmetry require: 'hat M be hyperkahler [4].
The various manifolds discussed above can be described very elegantly in
terms of their holonomy groups G (18]. The holanomy group of a connected ndimensional Riemannian manifold is tne group of transformations generated
by parallel transporting all vectors around all possible closed curves in M.
If the parallel transport is done with respect to the Riemannian connection,
the transported vector V' will be related to the original vector V° by a
rotation in the tangent space. Li infinitesimal form, we have
a

d

| V , V ] V " = I{ 'tV
a

6

tk

,

(2-22)

and we see that the holonomy group G is generated by the Riemann curvature
tensor of the manifold.
In general, an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold has holonomy group
f^(*)% provided the parallel transport ia done with respect to the Riemannian
connection. If, however, the manifold admits a parallel complex structure,
the holanomy group is not all of 0{n). Since the complex structure / ^ ' * j is
parallel, it commutes with the holonomy group,
r

I^.Vij/W'a

-

0

=*

I^'j

Rj

d

- R<
ats

s

MV

t

= 0 . (2.23)

Manifolds M whose holonomy group G leaves invariant one complex structure
are called Kahler. They necessarily have dimension 2n, and their holonomy
gTOup is not all of 0 ( 2 n ) , hut rather G C U[n) C 0(2n). Manifolds M whose
holonomy group leaves invariant the qunternionic structure (2.20), (2.21) are
called hyperktLhler. They necessarily have dimension 4n and holonomy group
G C Sp{n) C 0(4n). The relation between supersymmetry, sigma model
manifolds and holonomy groups is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
Rigid Supersymmetry in 1 + 1 Dimensions
N

manifold M

1
2
4

holonomy G

n-ditnensional Riemannian
2n-dimensional Kahler
4n-dimensional hypcrkahler

C 0(n)
C U[n)
C Sp(n)

SUPERSYMMBTRIC QUANTUM MECHANICS
With these results, it is easy to specialize to 0 + 1 dimensions and discuw
supersymmelric quantum mechanics |5]. One simply assumes that the fields
<j>" and \ do not depend on the spatial coordinate T. Thus the action for
supnrsymmetric quantum mechanics is given by
a

(2.24)

+ ^JWxVXxV)] ,
e

where, as before, g t,{<t> ) is the metric on the manifold M, Roicd '» the Riemann curvature tensor, Dx [Dt - x + r^dftx* is the covariant derivative,
and all fields depend only on time. One can think of this Lagrangian as
describing an object with a tower of Bpins (up to spin j n) moving on the
n-dimcnaional manifold M. The action (2.24) can be UBed to derive '.he
Atiyah-Singer index theorem for the de Rahm and signature con.flexes (Rj.
a

b

b

The Lagrangian (2.24) can be further restricted to have JV = j (but not
N -• 1) supersymmetry. To do this, one identifies the components of each
Majorana spinor, x i - X2° = X , <i — J
- Under this restriction, the
curvature term in (2,24) vanishes, while the kinetic terms remain as before.
The new Lagrangian has N = \ supersymmetry because the supersymmetry
parameter t contains half the number of degrees of freedom. The JV = J
Lagrangian can be used to derived Ihe Atiyah-Singer index theorem for the
Dirac spin complex [6]
D

B

e

6

=

£

3, !V = 1 SUPERSYMMETRY IN FOUR DIMENSIONS
JV «• 1 SUPERSYMMETRY AND KAHLER GEOMETRY
Lest we be accused of spending too much time in too few dimensions, wc
shall now turn to the important question of supeisymmetric matter couplings
In 3 + 1 dimensions. We shall start by considering the most genera] coupling
of spin ifi \) nreHlpletB in JV = 1 rigid supersymmetry. We expect our
3 + 1 dimensional results to be related to the 14-1 dimensional results
discussed earlier. This Is because (0, J) multiplets exist in both 1 + 1 and
3 + 1 dimensions, and A? = 1 supeisyminetTy in 3 + 1 dimensions reduces
to JV a 2 supenymmelry in 1 + 1 dimensions, Indeed, we vill find l*iai the
most general (0,1) matter coupling in 3 + 1 dimensions may be described by
a tlgma model. For N = 1 rigid supersymmetry, we will see that the scalar
fields 4' must be the coordinates of a, Kahler manifold M..
However, in 3 + I dimensions thin result arises in a different way than in
1 + 1 dimensim,:, This is because in 3 + 1 dimensions, spin (0,1) multiples
are described by chiral superfields •'', E * ' = 0. The lowest component of
a ehiral superfleld is a eompttx scalar Seld, so the natural way to describe a
Kahler manifold in 3 + 1 dimensions is in terms of complex coordinates.
Therefore, before actually constructing the sigma model, let us take a.
moment to discuss complex manifolds, in general, and Kahler manifolds, in
particular [19,20|, An n-dimensional tomplez manifold is a 2n-dimensional
real Riemanniu manifold whose 2n real coordinates can be regarded as
complex coordinates 2' together with their n conjugates z' . Consistency
requires that neighboring coordinate patches be linked by holomorphic (an
alytic) transition functions, z ' - /'(* ).
t

n

3

1

J

In terms of the 2n real coordinates x" = {Res',Im*'}, a complex man
ifold has a globally defined tensor Meld l , such that
a

t

1

/ V . = - 5\ .

(3.1)

As before, the field I"b defines multiplication by i in the tangent spare, and
is called an almost complex strurture. All complex manifolds arc endowrd
with an almost complex structure. However, not ail manifolds with an al
most complex structure are, in fact, complex. The necessary and sufficient
condition for this to hold Is that the Nijenhuis tersor must vanish:

Equation (3,2) is the integrahility condition for the existence of complex
coordinates. When (3.2) is satisfied, J is called a complex structure.
a

h

9

Having defined complex manifolds, we shall now restrict our attention to
hcrmitian manirolds. A hermitian manifold fa a complex manifold on which
the line dement da takes the following form:
2

4

<fc -

flj.*'*?*"'.

(8.3)

3

The matrix g . iB hermitian so d» is real. For M to be hermitfan, th*
metric g t must be invariant under the complex structure,
l}

s

a

9^ =

fc*J'.'V

(3-4)

c

In this case I = g I t, is an antisymmetric tensor.
On any hermitian manifold, the tensor / j defines a fundamental twoform D,
ab

af

B

b

(1 = \ 1^ dx* A dx

i
= - jy- dz A da*' .

(")

1

The two-form fl is known as the Kahlcr form; it in both real and nondegenerate. A Kahltr manifold is a hermitian manifold on which the Kihlbr form
is closed,
dll = 0 .

(3.6)

This ih equivalent to saying that the complex Atructuie is parallel with respect
to the Riemann connection
V„/\

= 0.

(3.7)

Equations (3.1), (3-1), and (3.7) art! the same as eqimlionn (2.12), (2.14),
and (2.19) of Section 2.
The Tact that the Kahlcr form is closed leads to important consequence*.
In terms of complex coordinates, equation (.1.6) implies
^TT; SIJ- ~ •=—•ffit'-

°

t

-s—E Pit- -

i.

• Sit-

3

0 .

[3.81

This means that locally the metric &/• is the second derivative of real scalar
function
K[^,z' )'.
7

Tho function fi is known as the Kahlur potential. It is important to note
thai (3.9) docs not determine K uniqi.ely. The metric g,j- is invariant under
in

^

shifts of the Kahler potential,
s

K{z\z' )

-

K(z\z'1)

f

+ F[z )

+ /••(«•>'),

(3.10)

where F(z*) is a holomorphic function of the coordinates. Although the
metric j,-,-- is defined over the entire Kahler manifold, the potential K is in
general defined only locally.
The Kahler condition (3.8) severely restricts the ronnection coefficients
of the metric connection. In complex coordinates, the only nonvanishing
components are
xl

r,

k

= 9 '^9jt-,

r - > . = ^gjiw-

•

f c

(3.11)

EVom these it is a simple exercise to compute the nonvanishing components
of the curvature tensor,
Rij-ke

= — Rj'Hf

~ — Rtj-t-k

= Rj-H-k ,

3

( -12)

where
a

Rij'kf

= - 9mj- a~7t

r m

t* -

(3.13)

We are now ready to dkcuns the N — 1 matter coupling. In 3 + 1
dimensions, the most general coupling of chiral superfields is given by

L = Jd*BK (*',*•') + [<P$W[V).

(3.14)

The function K is real, and W is analytic. For the moment let us set W to
zero.
To find the component Lagrangian, one must expand $ ' in components,

+ ^

!

M i StTf^xj.' + | M i M i « # ' .
T

( 3 1 5 )

where XLfi = (l^OTs)*- Otie n"'St do the ^integrals and «i minate the auxil
iary fields F . It turns out that the component Lagrangian has a geometrical
1

11

ii.tcrpreUtion precisely when the function K is identified with the K a h k r
potential [8), In this case the component Lagrangian takes the following form

£ = - B,->-0„*W - WfiT-'fDrX'
1

•

(

,

t

J

1

+ ^ Rifkt- X*(l + 7 )7^X X*(1 + is)-!"*
S

3

1

6

)

•

The hat notation is from lief- [9]; it is basically a fancy way to write twocomponent spinors in four-compon*nt notation (A = ReA + i - j s I m 4 ) . The
scalar fields ^' parametrize a K5.hJ.er manifold M. The spinora x' *** ttmrcomponent Majorana spinors; they lie in thr complexified tangent bundle
over M. The covariant derivative is given by
J

4.X* *= B*)f

k

+ 1*00*0X

,

(3.17)

where the connection coefficients are given in (3.11). The Kahler curvature
tensor Rij-u- is exactly that given in (3.13). Note that Rij'U- has precisely
the right symmetries to appeir in the four-fermion term.
The first thing to remark about (3.16) is that it is rigidly supersymmetric.
This is guaranteed because (3.16) is derived from a superspaee formalism.
One can check, however, that £ is invariant (up to a total derivative) under
the following supersymmetry transformations:
6#

/

= ^ v 2 ? ( l + 7s)>:'

fix* = v ^ y e v ^ - ^(-rsx'Mx'fv-KO

(3.w)

J

- iV2x*(x rVte)
AH in (2.15), the term with the connection coefficients is required to ensure
that supersymmetry transformations commute with diffeomorphisms.
The Lagrangian £ also possesses the Kahler invariance (3.10). This is
easy 10 verify directly. It may also be seen in superspacs, provided one uses
the fact that
i

fd 9F^)

=

f JBF'iQ-i) = 0.

(3.19)

The Kahler invariance is necessary, but not quite sufficient, to prove that the
Lagrangian £ is well-defined over the wholt Kahler manifold M. One must
stili worry about problems that might arise globally. For the case of rigid
supersymmetry, one may readily show that there are no such problems |8|.
12

If = r SOTBRORAVITY AN£> GLOSAI. TOPOLOGY

Having constructed the Sigma, model, wc are now ready to couple it to
gravity J21|. The first surprise is thai in aunRrgravityj the superspace sigma
model Lagrangian is not

,

jd**BK[V',* t) ,

(3.20)

but rather
t

,

4

,

,

- - 3 / <f 6£«p[-iK(* ,* ')l

,

(3.21)

where E is the superdetermlnant of the supcrspacc! vielbein [9—1 lj. Equa
tion (3,21) is the choice that leads, after Weyl rescaling and eliminating the
auxiliary fields, to a component Lagiangian with the correct normalizations
for the Einstein action and for the matter kinetic energies. To make (3.21)
more plausible, let us restore the factors cf Newton's constant, K? — STTG^,
and expand the exponential. As « —< 0, wc find

£ _• - ^tf^OE

, ,

a

+ / ^ H / f ( * ^ * ) + 0(* ) -

(3.22)

The first term contains the Einstein and Rarita-Schwingcr actions, which arc
frozen out as K -» 0. The second term if simply (3.10). the flat sigma modfil
Lagr&nglan. Higher order terms vanish as K * 0, so (3.21) has the cor
rect flat-space limit. The final justification for (3.21) comes, however, from
expanding In eomponanL* and examining Mic normiilteaiicjns cf the various
kinetic terms.
Precisely how to pass from the s&jwrspacc Lagr&ncmn (3 21) to the cor
rect form of the component Lagtangian is bftyond lht> scope of these lectures
|22j. There are many different methods on the market (16,17,231, and each
suffers from its own drawbacks. None is particularly ea^y to u«. Suffice it

S3 In tbtic IttLlirci, wo cantider tb* *n = • '3* version of «ap«rgrivity. Other vtnuona
art treiud la R*f. \<1\.
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to say that the component Lagrangmn corresponding to (3.21) is given by

- -'[WW

- 2^.«.] j?(H-'H)WX*(i + ' M b V .

(3.23)
At,ain s,j. is the Kahler metric and Rij'kt' is the Kahler curviture.
It is important to note that, in supergravKy, the eovarlant derivatives
contain several new pieces:

Did* -

o/,

3 Vv + - u ^ 0 < 7 0 „ + rim
p

a

S

[•STJ ^)

TfHk'
(3.24)

In the second-ordeT formalism, the spin connection Wj«p is ft function of the
visrbcin e^ and the gravitino tp^. It is present became of the fact that
gpacetimc is curved. The Kahler connection la also present in the covarlant derivative of >'• It just says that the %* transform In the (complexi
fied) tangent bundle over H. The striking new term ia the 1/(1) connection
j Im [[8K/d$>)df,p\. It occurs in the covariant derivatives of x ' and $„. We
shall see that this term gives rise to dramatic consequences for the mattei
coupling jll].
The Lagrangian (3.23) U manifestly supcrsynunetrle became It la derived
from asupcrspace formalism. IL is not obvious, howovor, that (3.23) possesses
Vhe Kahlcr invariajite (3.10). This must be verified if £ Is to be well-defined
over the entire Kafcier manifold. To do this, let ns imagine that we cover
our Kahler manifold by open sets OA- We assume that our covering la fine
enough so that each intersection region O^nOg is simply connected, On4ach
open set we have a Kahlei' pon.-tial K\. On the overlap regions 0* fi Cg,
K does not equal KB, but rather
1

A

K

A

Here

FAB

i s

- Kg = F

AB

+ FXs <

an analytic function, and Fjis *

—FSA-

(*-»)

Note that (3.2S) dies

U

*N

not quite uniquely define the FAB- V we

l c t

(3.26)

FAB — FAB + »'CAB ,

where the CAB *** r*o/ eciwfanta, then FAB is still analytic and (3.25) is still
obeyed.
As we see from the covariant derivatives (3,24), the Lagrangtan (3.23) in
OA H OB is invariant under KShler transformation)) (3.25) only if the Kahier
transformations arc accompanied by chiral rotations of the Fermi Gelds:
•* « p

X\A)

(3.27)
^{A)

=

«P

The combined KShter/chiral invariant is necessary, bat not sufficient, to
ensure thai Z Is well-defined over the whole Kahler manifold M, We must
still worry about problems that might arise globally. In particular, we must
worry about the consistency or (3.27). inconsistency might arise in the triple
intersection regions OA n Cg n Oc, since (3.27) relates X\A\
X(B)' X(B)
JCf^ji and x\c) b*^ *° X(x]- The consistency condition is
t o

1

»B

exp * J (FAB +

FBC

+

FOA

-

F'AB

~ F

-

BC

to

F£ )
A

(3.28)

It is this condition that leads to the quantization of Newton's constant in
certain JV = 1 BUpurgravity theories llLj.
To understand the consistency condition, note that the identity {K KB) + [KB - Kc) + [K -K ) = Q implies
A

a

FAB t

Fee

+ T

A

CA

=• - [FAB •* F

BC

+

FCAY

13.29)

The left-hud side of (3.29) is an analytic function that equals minus its own
complex conjugate. This implies that if we denote
2*iC

ABC

~ FAB + Fnc + F

CA

,

(3.30)

then the CABC **« real constants. Note that the CABC are not quite uniquely
defined. In view of (3.26), we are free to shift
CABC - * CABC + CAB +

CBC

+ CCA -

(3.3!)

The consistency condition requires that wc choose the CAB such th*.t the
CABC sJre even integers.
K

On a general Kahler manifold, it is not always possible to choose the
CVtBC to be integers. It is only possible to do this if M. m a Kahler manifold
of restricted type, or a Hodge manifold [11,20,24,251. What, i*MCiaely, la ft
Hodge manifold? A mathematician would tell us that a Bodge manifold Is ft
Kahler manifold on which it is possible to define a complex line bundle whose
first Chern form is proportional to the Kahler form. How can we understand
the consistency condition in this mathematical language?
First of all, the transformations (3.27) tell us that the X* are section]—not
only of the tangent bundle—but also cf a complex line bundle £. The tranrition functions in this bundle are given by the V(l) elements exp(dc j ImF).
Furthermore, the covariant derivatives (3.24) imply that the connection w
on £ is given by

»-i{w<*'-§>»*)•

««•

The corresponding rurvalure tensor H = dw may be readily 8ft«n to bo

This is just the Kahler form (3.5). Now, the Erst Chern form of any line
bundle is proportional to the curvature f). Hence the first Chern form of
our line bundle £ is indeed the Kahler form, and our manifold M must
be Hodge. The consistency condition (a.28) simply says that the first Churn
form integrated over any closed two-cycle must give an (even) Integer. When
this is true, the complex line bundle £ exists, and the Lagranglan £ la welldefined over the whole Kahler mairfold.
To sec how the consistency condition (3.28) can lead to the quantisation
of Newton's constant, let us consider a simple example. For M we take CP ,
the ordinary two-dimensional sphere. This is a Kahler manifold, th» Riemsjin
sphere S , Denting the paint at infinity, we stereographjcally project S onto
the complex plane (see Fig. 1).
In terms of the complex coordinates (s, z'), an appropriate choke for the
Kahlcr potential is K(z,z') = nlog(l +• z'z). In this case the bosonic part
of the Lagrangian (3,23) is given by
l

1

8

JC « A /=? - ifl - ndpzVz'fil + z'z)*} ,
1

v

(3.34)

where a constant, A*, has been restored. The conventional form of the sigma
u

1

Figure 1: Complex projective coordinates for the sphere S
model would be
1

R J

l

T** GH - *WK

+

t )a

* * ]-

(3

'

351

Comparing (3.34) and (3.35), we sec that G - and / are related by
h

G

N

-

nfinf* .

(3.3f )
}

2

As we shall see, the quanti7<ition condition for S is that n must he an even
integer. Equation (3.36) implies that Newton's constant must be quantized
in units of the scalar self-coupling.
The sphere S is so simple that we can work out the quantization directly,
without resorting to the cocycle condition (3.28). The complex z-piane spans
all of S except tue point at infinity. Letting w — \jz, we see that the wplane spans the eiuire sphere except for the point z — 0. In terms z, we take
K —n 1OR(1 + z'z\\ for w, we take K„ = n l o g ( l + UI'UJ). The difference is
1

2

z

K

z

-

Km ~ niog? + n l o g i " .

(3-37)

Therefore >vc identify F as
(3.3S)

F ~ -i log z .

The problem with this i:- that F is niulii-valued—it cannot be defined consis
tently on the whole plane t •£ 0, i / oo, However, in relating the description
on the 2-plane to the description tif .he m-plane, al we need is the binglevaluedness of exp * (F - F'). Thin h obeyed if and on'y if n is an (evun)
integer.
1
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The quantization condition discussed h^re \e exactly the same as the
Ditac condition for a magnetic monopolc. For the magnetic monopole, one
must worry about consistently defining a U(l) bundle over S . The integral
of the first Chern form over S measures the monopolc charge, and con
sistency demands it be quantized with respect to the electric charge. Thf
(even) integer n introduced above is the supersymmetric analogue of the
"monopole charge" for the CP sigma model.
Thus we have seen that in rigid superaymmetry, sigma models exist for
all Kahler •manifolds M. Only a subclass of these models may be coupled
to supergravity—those whose scalar fields lie on a Hodge manifold. For
topologically nont.Tivial Hodge manifolds, this leads to the quantbatjon of
Newton's constant in terms of the scalar self-coupling.
3

3

l

4. SUPERPOTENTIAL AND GAUGE COUPLINGS
THE SUPERPOTENTIAL
in this section we shall finish our discussion of the, N = 1 matter cou
plings. We will first include the supcrpotential VV(*'), and then we will
gauge the (holomorphic) isometrics of MAs mentioned in Section 3, the supcrpotential W($ ) is an analytic func
tion of the chiral superfield $ ' . In flat euperspace, it gives rise to an extra
term in the superfield Lagrangian
l

2

A£ = Id $W(V)

.

(4.1)

This term can and should he included in the most general coupling of chiral
superfields. In terms of components, equation: {4.1) induces the following
additional terms in the Lagrangian (3.16):
A£

- -2* r^j*' '

9

(4 2)

U)b) • -

where V,- is the covariant derivative (3.11).
The first thing to note is that if W is quadratic, the terms in &£. give
mass lo the fields 4> and x'- I" supe symmetric theories, it is not usually
so easy to give masses to fields, because massive and massless multiplets
contain different numbers and types of fields. In 3 -+• 1 dimensions, tf"i (0, j )
multiple! is unique in its ability to represent both the maasless and massive
supersymmetry algebra.
The second thing to note about (4.2) is that the scalar potential ~\! =
g^'^dWIdp)
{dW/d<P)' is positive scmidefinite. Supersymmetry is spon
taneously broken if and only if (dWjdft)
-f (J for some value of i.
x

r

IS

*s

In local eupersymmetry, it is also possible to include a supcrpotcntial.
The superfield Lagrangian is given by

A£

=

f#$EW(V)

+ h.c. ,

(4.3)

where £ is the chi.ra.1 superspace density. Expanding 4>* in components, doing
the 8-intcirTal, eliminating the auxiliary fields, and Weyl rescaling, one finds
the fo]!jwiag addition to the Lagrangian (3.23) [9-ll,22|:

2
H- ext
Here Z?,W = BWfdfa •<- [dK/d<P)W, and D,DiW = d D W/d^
{

(dKJd<P)

- rJ L>*H' +
;

DiW.

From the transformation law for x \

fix' = - \ Z S t ' V ( W ( + ... ,

(4-5)

1

we see that x transforms by a shift whenever {DjW) jt 0. This identifies
(DjW) ^ 0 as the criterion for spontaneous s-ipersytrunclry breaking) and
X* as the associated Go I da tone fermion. Note that (DjW) ^ 0 reduces to
(dW/d$i)
/ 0 as K - 0.
From the potential "V,
V =

K

e [(AWK^j'j'i"

2

- 3|W| ]

(4.6)

we see that in local supcrsynimetry, it is poss'ble to havu spontaneously
broken supcrsymmctry and zero cosmological constant. This requires ihat
{W) — l / « , . Note that spontaneous!) broken suj-ersyrnmelry gives no re
strictions on the cosmological constant, Unbroken supersyuimo'iry, however,
requires that the cosmological constant be zero or negative |21,26j. In par
ticular, this implies that unbroken supersymmetry cannot exist in de Sitter
<-pace.
!
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The Lagrangian (4.4) possesses the Kahler invariance (3,10), but only if
we also transform W —* Wcxp(—F). This means that if M is covered by
open sets Ojit each of which we choose a superpotenti&l WA, then we must
require
o

n

W

= Weexpt-F^)

A

(4.7)

on O^ n Ofl for the two descriptions to match. The consistency condition is
that the C^^C must again be integers.
As before, nil this has a standard mathematical interpretation. The
W\ are tectionfi of a holomorphic line bundle J over M. On 7, there is a
natural metric given by [| IV || = WW »xp(Jij. It ts invariant under the
Kahler transformations (3.10) and (4.7). On 7, there u also a holomorpljic
connection
J

-

=

*" %

&

•

« "

8

)

As before, the first Chern form of this connection m proportional to the
Kahler form. The consistency condition simply Bays that the first Chern
form integrated over any closed two-cycle must give an even integer [11)Thc potential (4.fi) looks somewhat different than the potential usually
used in supergravity model-building 19,11]. Hoivsver, it ta the form (4.6) that
iiiakea the geometrical structure manifes'. To retr-ver the formulae -xsed by
model-builders, one need only choose the gauge W = l. In t h b gauge, the
two formalisms are identical.
T U E G A U G E INVARIANT S U P E R S Y M M E T R I C N O N L I N E A R S I G M A M O D E L

We would now like to gauge the bosonl: symmetries of the Lagrangian £..
These symmetries are given by the isometrics of the sigma model manifold.
In th>3 section, we shall gauge the (holomorphic) isometrics of the manifold
M |12].
To that c. d, let us assume that M admits a <i-dimenaionai isometry group
5- The group $ has d linearly independent generators,
6<f = V ( » ) V ) ,

a=l,...,d.

(4.9)

Since we would like the symmetry rotations to preserve the complex fitruci jre, we require that the V ( ) be holomorphic,
^

|,

£ ^
dpi
1

,

= ^

1

t
dp

= 0 .

(4.10)

Furthermore, since the V "' must generate isometries, ihey must also obey
20

Killings cqt.atl >n. On a complex manifold, Killing's equation has two parts,

^«

+

V,!SM-o.

V,V .M + V ^ W = 0 .
y

The first is satisfied automatically; it is a consequence of (4.10) and of the
fact that V ^ . = 0. The second implies that loeattb there exist d real scalar
functions 2?( '(^'".*' '), such that
Jt
fl

J

. i*»

Sij V

,«£ .

=

.)

(4 l2

The functions D^ are called Killing potentials because their gradients give
the Killing vectort V< )*.
It is important to note that (4,12) defines the potentials £>W only up to
arbitrary integration constants C'*',
a

D

t«) _* £)(•)

+

c

t<0 .

r

1>13

)

We will see that this freedom is related to the Fayet-Iliopgulos D-term in
abelian ga-iRc theories [27],
The Killing vectors V ' ' are well-dcfini-d over the entire Kahler manifold
M. The potentials £?(*), however, are defined only locally. For example, if
M is not simply connected and $ contains L/(l) factor, the D^ may not
be globally well-defined, We shall sec '.hit the global existence of the D<°K
is the necessary and sufficient condition to pauge the group y.
Since the Killing vectors V^ generate a Lie group, they must obey the
usual Lie bracket relations:
fl 1

1

J

&i(3

ftp

If the D^ exist, they can be chosen to transform in the adjuu.i representa
tion or the (compact) gauge group,

L

©v

o& 'J

Note that (4.15) fixes the constants C'*' for nonabclian groups. For each
t/(l) facto-, however, there is an undclermir<:d constant C. This will turn
out to be the reason why Fayet-lliopoulos terms only arise i't abclian theories.
21

Locally, the Killing vector fields V W* generate the following motions:
6tf >. UlyC-H ,
t

These motions are isometrics, so they leave the metric invariant. They do,
however, shift the Kihlci potential,

« * - " ' g + *"j£.

«">

It is easy to check that (4.17) « a Kahler transrormB.tion, 6K = F + F',
provided
F = «W

^'g + ^

(4.18)

The function F is analytic becuutie of (4.10) and (4.12). This shows explicitly
that the isometries (4.9) leave invariant the Lagrangian (3.14).
We are now ready to gauge the group Q. This corresponds to setting
(«) _• tW(x) in (4.IS), exactly ex in ordinary Yang-Mills theory, We would
like to do this uning superficial, in order to enaure that our resulting Lairangian is supersyrnmotric. However, it is only easy to gauge that subgroup
U C Q that leaves K invariant fa general transformation in §()i shifts K by
a Kahlcr transformation, K —• K + F + F*) |2B).
In flat euperspacc, the Lagrangi&n invariant under *f is given by
t

To this one must mid the kinetic terms fo* the vector o.ultiplet V,
£

IIPBTTWRWL

+ h.c.

(4.20)

From here it is straightforward ;<> -voik out the component I,agrangian. One
22

*V

can then guessft*extension to a. new Ugnmgian invariant under <?,

(4.21)

+ ^ « ? * * tf{i + -») W

s*{i+7s)yy,

whare

The eovariant derivatives (4.22) are coordinate and gauge covariant, as is
evident from the transformations (4.16). The Lagrangian (4.21) is also gauge
invariant under the Isoraetry group $. What is not evident, however, is that
(4.21) la still supersymmetrlc. That rniut he checked by hand, using the
following transformation laws:
oV - g V 5 ? ( i + -»)*«

- \Mtfffrl)

The Lagrangian. (4..21) gives what mightft*called the gauge
symmctric nopKneex sigma. TOMM |12* .*

(4 23)

'

invariant saper-

BqiMtiww (4.21]-(433) BH writUn a* if g wtfe » dimple gnmp- The gmFrattmion
to an arbitraiy croup S» trivial.
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The Lagrangian (4JfiJ does not contain a BUperpOtentfel rV, wUch ha*
been omitted for simplicity. Y«t it etui contains a scalar potential,
V = \ «*!**.

(4.24)

The potential (4.24) la & aigma. mode! generalisation of the so-called "I>ttrm" familiar to mode) Huitdors, Supersymmetry is spontaneously broken
if {riM} / G, for Bome value of a • l , , . . , d . The spine? XW U the corre
sponding Golds tone fermlon,
For U(l) factors in the gauge group $, the relatione (4.12) and (4.15) do
not completely determine the corresponding potentiate D. They leave the
D\ undetermined up to id dittos wnstUlts C,
D -. D + 0 .

(4.2J)

However, each JD appcus in the potential "V, and supersymmetry la sponta
neously broken whenever any D develops a nonsero vacuum expectation
value. By choosing the C's appropriately) it is possible to ensure that
{D) / 0. This is known as the Fayet-Iliopoulos mechanism for spontaneous
supersymmetry breaking [27].
THREE EXAMPLES

To get a bettor feeling for the formalism developed above, lot us consider
three examples. For the first we take M to be the complex Jt-plane, and we
choose to gauge the rotations about the origin. We set K m t't + d and
D = z'z + c. Then the metric g„> Is I, and « « • « • = 0. The Killing vector
V is simply -iz, so the covariant derivatives ire

We see that the first example corresponds to a renormattaable U{1) gauge
theory. The potential V if)
V « ^ ' ( « * + •)' •

(*•«)

For c > 0, eupereymmetry te spontaneously broken via the fcyvt-Ittopottlos
mechanism. This example can be generalised for any nnormaUsabte gauge
theory. One takes JH = C", and one gauges an appropriate subgroup of

u

l

For OUT second example, we again take M to be C . This time, however,
we -choose to gauge translations in the indirection on At. (Note that we could
have chosen .t, gauge translations in the direction, but because of (4.IS),
we cannot gauge both simultaneously.) As before, we take K = z'z + d, so
o„. = 1 and R ftt' = °- For & « take £ = (. + * ) .
- '
covariant derivatives are
w

m

z

2

a 0

v

=

, r n

T l l u

X

P z = d z + imgAu ,
»
/
u

u

(

4 Z 8

)

Thefieldz gives a gauge invariant mass to the vector Ap. It io a compensating
field, analogous to the compensators introduced in conformal aupeTgravity
(21j.
For our final example, wo take M = CP = S = SV{2)jU{l). It
is a Kahler manifold as well tus n homogeneous space 01)1. As in Section
3, we use projective coordinates z and 2*. In these coordinates, we take
K = log(l +«»'). We choose to gauge the entire isometry group Q = 51/(2).
The iBotropy group H is 1/(1), and the functions D are as follows:
l

/)(« = l *

+ g

'

£>(» = _ i

2 i'l + «'«) '

«-*'

2

l

tz

eta) = _ 1 ( -* \

2 (Uz'r) '

2 VI + «'«/ '
(4.29)
From here one can work out the covariant derivatives ^ 3 and D^x- Because
we have gauged the full 51/(2), we may go to the "unitary gauge" where
z = z* = 0. This gauge exhibits the particle content of the theory,

(4.30)

wheTe
W,

DuX -

^X

+ igAj-VfiX

•

The SU{2) symmetry implies Unit D^ is a constant. The constant is jwsitive, BO uunersymractry is epotilansously Woken. The mass spectrum Vs as
follows. The charged vector mesons W* are massive; they have eaten the
3i

scalars z and z'. The inassless vector meson Ay. is the gauge field corre
sponding to the unbroken U(l) symmetry. Its supersymmetj. partner ifi the
masskss Goldstone splnor A . The MajOr&na spinora x and $j are massive;
they have combined to form om; masBlve Dira* spinor, of mass proportional
to the inverse radius R~ . Finally, ip\ is both mass leas and charged. Note
that this is just what one wants Tor grand unified theories. The CP model
has spontaneously broken supcrsymmutry, no leftover Higgs, and massless
Weyl spinars in comph-x representations of the unbroken gauge group.
3

J

1

Properties like these hold Tor other homogeneous spaces £ / # which
form Kahlcr manifolds. If £ is gauged, r,nc finds Q spontaneously bro
ken to M. One also finds that Bupersymnitry is spontaneously broken
and that all scalars are eaien. Furthermore, at the tree level, there are
charged massless spinars in complex representations of H, For example,
SU{5)/SU{Z) x SU(2) x U(l) yields a reasslesa (3,2) of 51/(3) x SU(2)
Weyl fermions. Other examples arc listed in Table 2 [29].

Table 2
Complex Fermions on Kahlcr Manifolds QfM

SU(r + 6)
SO(10)
E
E-,
6

X

Complex Fermions

SU{r) x SV(s) X U[l)
SU(5) x f/(i)
50(10) x (/(I)
E xU(l)

(r,s) of SU{r) X SU(s)
,10 or 51/(5)
1£ of 50(10)
2Iof£

6

a

Despite these miraculous features, one must not take these models too
seriously. The models arc nonrcnarmalizable, and there is no clear way to
break )t down to SU{3) >; SU{2\ x U{\). In the full quantum theory, one
often cannot gauge ,V—much less ^—because of anomalies. And what is even
worse, in many cases a coordinate anomaly on M implies that the quantum
effective action does not respect the symmetries of the classical theory [30[.
Still, Table 1 is intriguing, and these models are remarkable became the
particle .ipins (as welf as their masses} violate Bupersymmetry. No model
with unbroken supcrsymmetry has the same spin spectrum.
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COUPLING THE GAUGE INVARIANT SUPERSYMMETHIC SIGMA MODEL
TO SUPERGBAVITY

Having constructed, the gauge invariant supersymmetric nonlinear sigma
mode), we would now Mke to couple it to snpergrarity [10,13). hs befoie, we
tjhftU fint m superapacc techniques to gauge tf, linear subgroup Jf of the
taometry group $. We will then expand the Lagrangian in components, and
guess Its extension to the full group $. Of course, wc must then verify by
hand that the resulting Lagrangian is still supereymmctric.
e

In Section 3 wo found that supersymmctric trigma models may be cou
pled to aupergravlty If the scalar fields #* lie on a Hodge manifold M. In
the remainder of this section, we shall see that the gauge interactions lead
to so new restrictions on M. The final Lagrangian will give a geometrical
Interpretation to the most general gauge invariant coupling of chiral nmltiplets In supcrgravity. It clarifies the deep relation between chiral invariance,
the Fayet-IHopoulos U-term and supergravity. It also leads to formulae of
Interest to model builders.
In pnrs.Uu] with the previous case, we start our construction by gauging
that subgroup U of $ which leaves invariant the Kahler potential K{4>\4>' )Comparing (3.21) with (4.16), we see that
j

4

v

t - - 3 / d * £ exp { - £ * [ * • ' , ( * V » ) * > ] }

(4.32)

is th« ^-invariant generalization of the sigma model Lagrangian in kcal
superspaee. To gauge the full group £, we decompose (4.32) in component
fields. We then add the kinetic terms for the gauge fields, eliminate the
auxiliary fields, and guess the extension to the full group $. After a long
calculation, we find the coupling to supwgravity of the full gauge invariant
supsrsymmstTic nonlinear B\gma model |1D,13]:
14

84 Tit*ftuthenftfEUf. |10| only iMge the linen tnbgrou|> tt o( £. However, they consider
> mora EM«rtl ncUon for the guige Eeld inultipkt.
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2

'J ^ ^

2

(4.33)

The covariant derivatives aru as follows,

(4.34)

2'
0„tfk. = 3^

a

+ - u> po "ii>
2

tia

lt

+ i^WiaFW-KiAW

The Lagrangian (4.33) together with the covariant derivatives (4.34) tB in
variant under the isameUy gioup 5- K b also invariant under the following
supergravity transformations,
it

,

- jfoOGV) - -(•w)<? W)
(4.35)

4

as may be checked by hand.
Form the aupersp&ce Lagrangian (4.32), we Fee that t is not invariant
under Kahler transformations, K -> K + F + F\ A&
. before, t ia invariant if
and only if the Kahler transformations arc accompanied by chiral rotations
of the Fermi fields,
X

exp

• Itn F ti\ x*
(4.3G)

exp - - l m f ' 7 s

-«xp["5

ImFti

These chiral rotations lead to the same quantization condition as in Section
2. They imply that only Kahlur manifolds of restricted type may be coupled
to Bupergravity.
The chiral rotations (4.36) give rise to terms proportional to 2»In» f'"' =
vWpK/dP)vi^iaKfd^)
+• 2iO'*) in the covariar,t derivatives (4.S4).
This is as expected, Tor isometrics in £ / # give rise to shifts in the Kiihlcr
potential, SK = F + F', where F - ^\V<^{dKfa6 )
+ iD \. Invariant
i
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M

of the Lagrangian Z requires that theBe shifts be compensated by the chiral
transformations (4.36). It is no surprise that gauging the isometrics of M.
requires the gauging of the associated chiral rotations.
It is important to note that the Lograngian (4.33) contains explicitly
the functions D^ h Their existence b both neccss-iry and sufficient to gauge
the group $. If the group $ contains a If (1) factor, equations (4.12) and
(4.15) do not determine the Z?W uniquely. There is an arbitrary integration
constant associated with each 1/(1) factor,
a

D -» D + C .

(4.37)

in the globally supersymmetric case, shifts of these constitnts 'were shown *.o
give rise to Fayet-Iliopoulos D-te.rms. The same is true in supergravity. By
shifting the functions D, it is easy to recover the gauge invariant supergravity
version of ££71 \%\\\
Un

= - \tf?

- tsHD

+ Jepet^'SX) •

14.38)

Note tha* all the spinor covariant derivatives now contain chital pieces pro
portional to the Fayct-Iliopoulos parameter (.
The I.agrangian (4.33) contains the kinetic pieces necessary to couple the
gauge invariant nonlinear sigma model to supcrgravity. As written, however,
it completely ignores the existence of the superpotential. As explained in
Section 3, the superpotcntial is an additional interaction term which is of
ctucia.l imporUnce to realistic models. In superspace, it is given by
2

AC = j d 0i:W[V)

+ h.c.,

(4.39)

where W is an analytic function of the $', invariant under M.
In the previous section, the superpotential was shown to he a section W
of a holomorphic line bundle 7 over M. The hermit ian structure was shown
to be
\\W\\*= e WW .
(4.40)
K

This is invariant under Hauler transformations provided
W ~* Wt

F

.

(4.41)

From this we sec that a given superpotential W is gauge covariant if and
05 In the language of the Ir-vlt, (hue *tr known u gauged H-trinafoniialianj.
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only if

W -

IVexp j - W ( j r W ' ^ + iD<°>)j
(

(4.42)

0

under the isometry generated by (Wl/l )*. potentials not obeying this law
explicitly break the gauge symmetry of H.
The Lagrangian (4.39) may be readily decomposed in terms of component
fields.

+ cxp(tf) [3 |W|* - [DiW^DiWYgV]

.

The covariant derivatives D+W and Pj(D W) are given below (4.4). It is easy
to verify that (4.43) is invariant under tl-. ransformations (3.10), (4.36) and
(4.41). The combined Lagrangian (4,33) pius (4.43) is also invariant under
the following supergravily transformations:
t

6& - i%/2?(l + ls)x''

6 < = yft-fD&'t + | ^ (
X

7 s X

- 5\^(Trsx*)(x'PT*-«0

3]

')^|^^J

,0

(

- \ [»„„ - ^]75£(5 VnfsA '') + irapttf/sjfiV
6 V°> = - < W
>A

(4.44)

The Lagrangian (4-33) plus (4.43) is rather complicated. The potential,
however, takes a relatively simple form:

S

V = i £F Z>

(0)I

K

+ e

ir

[[DiW)(DjWY3

-

3|WV] .

(4.45)

In contrast to the globally supersymmetric case, it is no longer positive
semidefinite. This gives us hope that we might construct realistic theories
with spontaneously broken supersymmetry and no cosmological constant.
Form the transformations (4.41), we sec that x* and X^ transform x.onlinearly whenever
^ V M D y W r )

* 0,

(l>W} f

0.

(4.46)

These conditions identify a linear combination of x* and A'"' as the Goldstone
spinor, and signal spontaneous supersymmctry breaking. From equation
(4.45), we see that spontaneous eupersymmetry breaking and no cosmological
constant are consistent if and only if
(IV) yi 0 .

(4.47)

Because oF (4.41), equation (4-47) breaks all I hi, symmetries in ,p not in )i.
Only symmetries for which F = 0 are left unbroken.
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5. N - 2 SUPERSYMMETRY IN FOUR DIMENSIONS
N = 2 SUPERSYMMETRY AND HYPERKA.HLER GEOMETRY
In the previous sections, we derived the most general TV = 1 supersymmetric Lagrangian in 3 + 1 dimensions. We found that the matter couplings
had a natural description in the language of the nonlinear sigma model. In
this section we shall extend these results to N = 2. We will begin to construct
the most general Lagrangian for the mzssless spin (0, ^) multipiet [14,32]. As
before, we shall Ere that our results have a geometrical interpretation in the
language of the sigrna model.
In what follows, we will not attempt to include mass terms or poten
tials, nor will we discuss the spin (0, j , 1) gauge field multiplet. Including
mass terms and potentials is more difficult in ff — 2 supersymmetry than in
N = 1. This is because the N = 2 multiplcts contain different sets of com
ponent fields. As shown in Table 3, the N = I algebra admits both masslcss
and massive spin (0, j) representations. The N = 2 algebra, on the other
hand, has only massless spin (0, J) representations. The equivalent massive
representations contain spins 0, \ and 1. Thus JI N = 2 supersymmetry,
one cannot pass from massless to massive representations simply by adding
a superpotential to the Lagrangian £.. One must change the field content of
the theory as well.
The question of gauge fields is also more subtle in N = 2 supersymmetry
than in N — 1. Again this is because of the different field content of the
N = 2 muUiplets. In JV — 1 supersymmetry, gauge field multiplcts contain
spins 1 and 1, In contrast, TV = 2 gauge multiplels contain spins 0, i and
1. If the N = 2 Lagrangian is to be described in geometrical language,
the extra scalar fields in the N = 2 gauge multiplcts must have a sigma
model interpretation. They loo must lie on a sigma model manifold, whose
dimension should be equal to the dimension of the isometry group §.
Despite tluifte apparent difficulties, much progress haa been made on these
issues. One elegant approach is to work in five or six dimensions, where the
N — 2 supersymmctry becomes N - L. In the higher dimensions, it is easier
to add mass terms and gauge field,. One can then recover a 3 + 1 dimen
sional model by dimensional reduction. Of course, t! TC is no guarantee thai
this procedure gives the most several '& \ 1 dimensional model, but it docs
give insight into the geometrical structure of the !o.ver-dimensional theory.
Recent developments along these and oihnr lines are discussed in Rcf. |33'_.
In the remainder of this section, w nh;ill ri strict our attention to massless spin (0, J) multiplets. We will work out the most general Lagrangian
containing these fields, and wu will describe the matter couplings in the lan
guage of the nonlinear sigma model. As before, we shall see that different
N — '£ couplings correspond to different manifolds, and constraints on the
matter couplings nrisu ns T«.sinctk>ns <>fi the manifolds M.
a

Table 3
Supersymmetry Representations in 3 + 1 Dimensions

JV

Representation

1

massless matter

1

massive matter

1

masslcss gaug field

2

massless matter

2

massive matter

2

masslcss gauge field

Spin

Multiplicity

0
1/2
0
1/2
1/2
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

complex
Majoritna
complex
M&jor&na
Majorajia
real

0
1/2
0
1/2
1
0
1/7
1

2
I

real
Majorana
real
Majorana
real
real
Major ana
real

a4
1
2
2
1

Type

In JV - 2 ligid supersymmetry, we shall find that sigma models exist for
all hyperkahler manifolds M [4]. This is, of course, expected, since N = 4
supersymmetry in l 1 ! dimensions is related to N = 2 supersymmetry in
d — 3-j- ] . However, we iviil see that hyperkahler manifolds arise in a different
way t!ian in the l -f l dimensional models of Section 2, After distuning Tigid
supcrsymmetry, we shall move on to consider N = 2 local supcrsymmetry,
We wti) sec that A' — Z local supersyn.metry requires the scalar fields to be
the coordinates—not of a hyperkahler manifold—but rather of a ^aaternionic
manifold |l4]. Ouatornionk and hyperkahler manifolds are related to each
other,
Thus one of our results is that matter couplings allowed in JV — 2 eupersymmetry are forbidden in A = 2 supergravity, and vice versa.
A second
surprisuiR result is that in A' = 2 superpravity, the matter couplings cannot
be trivially Tod.ired to A* = l. The N = i and N - 2 rigid and local matter
couplings are Hummarized in Table 4.
In 3 + I dimensions, we will find that N — 2 sigma models are best
descrihed according to their holonomy groups G. As discussed in Section 2,
the holonomy group of a connected n-dimensional Ricmannian manifold is
7

id Thij tejtill wm putly aniiupaitd iji Rcf. |3"iJ, in which an N = 2 Jtupctsymmttrir
Biidii.i imnlrt »/ii3 found that cow Id not be coupled In Bupcrgra'ily.
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Table 4
Matter Couplings in 3 + 1 Dimensions
rigid
supersymmetry

local
supersymmetry

Kahler

Hodge

hyperkatalcr

quaternionic

N=l

N-2

the group of transformations generated by parallel transporting all vectors
around all possible closed curves in M. If tliR parallel transport is done with
respect to the Riemann connection, then the holonomy group G is contained
in 0{n).
In Section 2, we defined a hyperkahler manifold as a 4n-dirrrensio,ial
real Riemannian manifold endowed with three parallel complex structures,
obeying the relations (2.20) and (2.21) [35j. Li this section we take a slightly
different point of view. We now define a hyperkahler manifold to be a 4TIdimensiona.1 real Riemanntan manifold whose holonomy group is contained
in Sp(ti) C 0(4TI}, It is easy to show that thh definition is equivalent to
that given in terms of the pnrallel complex structures.
As shown in Tnblc 3, the N =2 supcrsymrnetry algebra has representa
tions with 2 masslcss spin 0 states, and 2 massless spin ± ^ states. However,
interacting field theories seem to exist only if the number of real scalar fields
is divisible by four. This is related to the fact that M must be hyperkahler.
Therefore, we consider theories with 4n Teal scalaxs <£', 2n Majorana spinoTs
X , and 2 Majoran- spinors t . The spinors x are the supersymmetry
partners of the scalar:; (£', and the spinors C arc the two supersymmetry
parameters.
A

Z

A

f

On dimensional grounds, the super-symmetry tranifuin ' i o n of the scalar
fields 4' must take the follov, ing form
W

-

1

A

Z

A

-I AX{\R XL

2

+ *L XR )

,

(5.1)

where i
is a nonsingular function of the $>. Since the variation of a
coordinate is a vector, 6<j>' takes its values in the <Jn-dimensional tangent
bundle T of M. The spinora t and x Lake their values in 2 and 2ndimensiona! bundles H and P. The supersyrnmelry transformation (5.1)
says that M must admit structures f
that split the tangent space in two,
T — H 2> P. This immediately gives a strong restriction on the allowed
manifolds M.
A Z

A

Z

A2

as

When we artimllj construct the sigma model, we shall see that fitipersymmelry demands an even stronger condition. Cancellation of the ly terras
requires V l % — 0. That is to say, there must exist suitable connections in
1\ II and P such that the f
are covariantly constant.
l

}

A

AZ

To make the V ^ more familiar, lei us specialize for the moment to n = 1.
Then M and T are four-dimensional, and H and P are both two-dimensional.
In this case, H and P are bundles of left- and right-handed spinofs. In four
dimensions, 7' its indeed the product of two spiror bundles, and the - 7 ^
are simply the Dir.it ^-matrices. And in Riemannian geometry, the Dirac
-/-matrices are indeed covaiiantly constant.
There is one mote piece of information we have not yet used. That is
that the bundle T is real. The fact that T is real implies that H and P are
both real or both pseudoreal. As far as is known, H and P real does not
lead to a sigma model. Therefore we take II and P to be pseudorcal. In
dowii-to-earlh terms, this just says that A is an 5p(lJ index, and 2 is an
Sj)[n) index.
A

In r'fiid supers y mmctry, the supersytrunetry parameters t are constants,
so the bundle H is trivial, and the 5p(l] connection is flat. In local aupersymmutry, we shall see that II cannot be trivial, so the holonomy group
G C Sp(l) •' K, where K C Sp[n).
To actually prove these assertions, one must do a little work, The fact
that the i ^ ~ are covariantly constant implies that they satisfy several rela
tions similar to the Dirac algebra:"

IAV'^BZ&J

AZ

=

iA

lAYl'

+ ~<AYl *

CAB'YZ

= n-W'Sy*

•

a

Here 4 VH and CY 2 r e the totally antisymmetric Sp(l) and Sp(n) invariant
tensors. Furthermore, the fact that (V,,^,}~r\ ~ ® implies
2

R-IIWIAYIBZ

=

CADR.;YZ

"t- fYZ^ijABi

(5-3J

a r e

where RIJAII and R jYZ
the Sp(\) and Spfji) curvatures, formed form
the appropriate connections. In rigid supersymmetry, the t are constants,
t

A

B

(T Our railing .-ind lowtting conventions ar* as follows. % = i*
I-AD< ''
- -i\
[»nd likfwise for i r ) D

u

X
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1

D

XD, XA ~ HAX

m&

so £,JAS = 0. In this case
Rijkt - V ^ W ^ Y *

(5-1)

and we see that the holonomy group G is not all of C?(4n), but rather is
contained in S^(fi). That is why JV = 2 rigid supersynunetry in 3 + 1
dimensions demands that M be hyperkahler.
Because or the antisymmetry of e^p, it is easy to check that (5.4) implies

as required. Furthermore, the cyclic identity on the curvature requires
AW

X

RijYZ = 1i fiA nXYZW

•

(5.6)

a

The object TlxYZW •* totally symmetric Sp[n) tensor; it is known as the
hyperkahler curvature, Note that (5.4] and (5.6) axe sufficient to prove that
hyperkahler manifolds are Ricci flat.
Thft relations (&.2)-(5.6) are all that are needed to prove the invariancc
of the JV = 2 Bupersymmetric nonlinear eigma model. The Lcgrangian is as
follows |4,14J,"

Z

2

where X^JJ ~ (1 i-li)x - The covariant derivative U^x contains the Sp(n)
connection coefficients T y,
iZ

Z

$»X

Z

Y

- B^x* + T yd^X

,

t

(5.8)

and the transformation laws are given by
6*' -

Z

I'M {* \L

+

R

S

u*XR )

Cancellation of the lx terms implies that RtjAB = <>•
1

/* NVien no hslkity b specified, w t -Ml&pt tin following conventiona: x ^ A* = XHi Ai*
3?:,''•***. S O"*'* = Ja„VAr/ + J ^ - V A ^ wrf x ^ A ^ = X j ^ " " ^ *
J
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N = 2 SUFERGRAVITY AND QUATERNIONIC GEOMETRY
The Lagrangian (5.7) is invariant under rigid N — 2 supersynusetfy
transformations. To gaug« them, we shall use the well-known Noether pro
cedure, adding terms proportional to n? = Si\Gtr to the Lagrangian and
transformation laws. We begin by adding the pure JV = 2 Bupergravity La
grangian LSG [36] to the globally supersymmetric matter Lagrangian Lss'

£ =

+ £ss

LSG

(5.10)
where Fpv = i^pa F . The pure Bupergravity a"tion contains two gravitinos
tpp , and one £f(l) gauge boson A*. It is invariant under the following
supergravity transformations:
pa

A

y/il ^A

6 Ay. =

A

-

A

i

B

T S4> ^t.

•

i B

w

The eovariant derivatives in £ ^ and £^C n ° contain the spin connection
s

A

= a„4> + i w ^ ^ v / + IV*B *„*'*„*

A

D^

u

U

iU

z

M

= a,** + ^

a P

* « V + r,*ya„*V

A

Note that the covariant derivatives for t
connection coefficients T E-

A

and $p

(5.12)

also contam the Sp{l)

,A

5ft

*N

We shall use the 1.5-arder formalism {16,37], which ss.ys that w^p obeys
its own equation of motion and need not be explicitly varied under supergravity transformations. To lowest order, we couple LSG ard £ss through
the Keothcr current •/ :
j4

fl

£* = - l * ^

,

= «•K«()Ell*^V^ + 3EtVV*^)^* ••
(5.13)
0

These terms ensure that I = Cso + £ss + £N » invariant *o order it
under local supcrsymmctry transformations. The ex terms cancel provided
Vjf^jj = 0. The ?0 terms require
K%

Z

Z

5*M« = {liAZltB

~ 1jAZ~KB ) •

(5.14J

Substituting {6.14) into (5.3), and using the cyclic identity on the curvature,
we find
A

Rijxr = ^(iiAXij r

-

A

1JAXH Y)

+

AW

2

H '1}A ^XYZW

• (sis)

Equation (5.14) tolls us, as mentioned before, that the 5p(l) curvature is
nonzero. A manifold with holonomy contained in Sp{l)xSU{r.) and nonzero
Sp(l) cuTvatuie is called a ?ttotermonfe manifold j38,39]. When J^JAB / 0>
the supersymraetry parameter e cannot be chosen to be covariantly con
stant.
Note that equations (5.3), (5.14) and (5.15) fix the scalar curvature in
terms of Newton's constant:
M

2

R = - 8* (n* + 2n) .

(5.16)

This is the analogue of the quantisation condition found previously for N =
1. Here, however, we find that only one value of the scalar self-coupling is
consistent with supergravity. These results imply that the order «° variations
in £• restrict M to be a qu&ternionic manifold of negative scalar curvature.
They lead to the surprising conclusion that rigidly supircyiWDCtric theories
with If ss 2 scalar ouiltiplets may not be coupled to (N = 2) supergravity.
J9 Not* that u « — 0, equation (5.15) approach** (5.6). Tlii* tella u» that quatern imic
manifolds of «ro scalar curvature ore precisely the hyperkiMer manifold* liscusied
before.

39

It is remarkable that all this information can be gleaned from the order
it'* variations of the supwrgravity Lagrangian. The higher order variations
simply confirm the above resells. It is a long and tedious calculation to
compute the Lagrangian and transformation laws. The calculation is aided
by using the 1,5-order formalism and by collecting various Verm* into the
following "supeicovarianl" expressions;
1

.

.

1

/

x

<
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>

These expressions are supercovaiiant because their supersyxnmetry variations
contain no d»e pieces.
Uiing (5.2), (5.3), (S.I4), (5.15) and (5.16), one can verify that
A

+
+ -^ettxriw (XL WJ)
X

(XLVXL")

is invariant under the following supergravity transformations:

2

£XL

- 2 3 , # W « J U I - rfrSfxc*

2
40

(*.!«)

<«•»)

The spin connection w contains both x- and 0-toreion, and the 4n real scalar
fields are restricted to lie on a negatively curved quateraionic multifold with
holonomy group G contained in Sp(n) x Sp(l).
Even if the holonomy group is contained in Sp{n) x Sp(\), the 7*^ n»)
not exist globally. (In the case n = 1, the condition that the "i exist
globally is precisely the condition that the manifold admit a spin struc
ture.] Because they appear explicitly in (5.18) ant ($.19), the i\z must
exist globally for the Lagrangian and transformation laws to make sense.
For quatemionic manifolds of positive scalar curvature, this imposes, a se
vere restriction—the only allowed manifolds are the quaterntonic projective
spaces HP{n) [39]. However equation (S.16) limits us to negatively curved
(and tj pkally nencompact) manifolds. It is not known if there are negatively
curved quatcrnionic manifolds which do not admit globally defined Vs.
For n > 1, all quaternionic manifolds are Einstein space of constant
(nonzero) scalar curvature. The only known compact cases are the symmetric
spaces discussed by Wolf [40,41]- These consist of the three families
l

AZ

1

BPU\
"
r

W

_
Sp[ +l)
~ Sp(n)xSp(l)
n

A

W

_
SU(n+Z)
" SU{n) * SV{1) x 1/(1)

Y[n) = -J&1JL .
v

'

(5-20)

SO{n) x 50(4)

*

'

where n > 1, as well an

50(4)

5p(3) x Sp(l)

SVffl) x 5p(l)

Ej

£13

SO{12) x Sp(l)

(5.21)

E x Sp(X) '
7

Note that X[2) =* Y(2). The onty known noncompnet examples are the
noncoroput analogues of (S.20) and (5.21), as well as the homogeneous but
not symmetric spaces found by Alekseevskii [41].
By way of conclusion, let us now relate the Lagrangian (5.18) to the N I results derived before. In rigid supersymmetry, the reduction from N = 2
to JV = 1 is trivial. The reduction is trivial because any hypcrkahler manifold
is Kahlcr with respect to each of its three parallel complex structures. In local
supersymmetry, however, the story is more complicated, md the reduction
from N - 2 to N =* 1 is not trivial. The simple truncation t = tf, =
A = 0 is not preserved by the supcrgravity transformations (5.19). This
l

M

41

is easy to understand in mathematical terms. On a quatenuonic manifold,
three almost complex structures J^'y are denned locally, and they locally
obey the Clifford algebra relation (2 .20). However, the three almost complex
structure are not defined globally. As one moves from one coordinate patch
to another, the almost complex structures rotate into each other via Sp[l)
transformations |3S]. Since JV = 1 Bupergravity requires that M be Hodge,
and Hodge manifolds have globally defined complex structures, we see that
the nonzero Sp(l) curvature of a quaternion!*: manifold not only obstructs
the global definition of the /'"*''/, but also prevents a trivial reduction from
JV = 2 to JV * 1.
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